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ABSTRACT 

In the late eighteenth century, the German scholar Johann Christoph Adelung 
published numerous works, including dictionaries, grammars, German style guides, 
and works on linguistics. His linguistic publications included many on native 
languages, the most notable of which was a three-volume work entitled Mithridates 
oder allgemeine Sprachenkunde, published between 1806 and 1817. Included in 
Volume III was an examination of the languages along the Northwest Coast of North 
America, based primarily on word lists collected by explorers and traders who had 
visited the Northwest Coast. A translation of the Northwest Coast material is 
provided in recognition of its place as one of the initial studies of Northwest Coast 
languages. Included is the first publication of the Lord's Prayer in the Tlingit 
language. 

Introduction 

One of the earliest studies of Northwest Coast languages was produced in Germany in the 
early nineteenth century by Johann Christoph Adelung (1732-1806). The Northwest Coast material 
is found within Adelung's major work Mithridates oder allgemeine Sprachenkunde [translated as 
Mithridates or General Linguistics], published in Germany between 1806 and 1817. This three
volume work is best known for demonstrating the relationship between the ancient Sanskrit 
language to the modem European languages, but it also documented the state of knowledge for 
worldwide indigenous languages. In using the name Mithridates, Adelung was referring to the first 
century B.C. king of Pontus-the area in northeastern present-day Turkey-who is said to have 
traveled about his kingdom, where "he understood more than a score of languages" (Duggan 
1959:26-27). 

Using native word lists found in the journals and books of explorers and others who had 
visited the Northwest Coast of North America, Adelung compiled numerous word lists to compare 
the languages found in different areas. Adelung evaluated the claim that the Northwest languages 
originated in Mexico, and he sought to draw connections between Eskimo populations of the north 
and the coastal peoples farther south. In recognition of this pioneering work, a translation of the 
Northwest material is provided here to supplement the history of Northwest anthropological 
research. 
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Johann Christoph Adelung 

Johann Christoph Adelung (1732-1806) was born at Spantekow in Western Pomerania 
(present-day Germany) to Johann Paul Adelung (1703-1759), a parish priest, and Regina Sophie 
(nee Loeper) Adelung (1702-1782). Young Johann was educated in schools at Anklam and Berge 
Monastery, Magdeburg, and the University of Halle. In 1759, he took a professorship at the 
gymnasium in Erfurt, where he remained only two years (Fig. 1). From Erfurt, he went to Leipzig 
and there devoted himself to philosophical studies. In 1787, he became head librarian to the Elector 
of Saxony in Dresden, where he remained until his death on 10 September 1806. 

During his life, Adelung published numerous works including dictionaries, grammars, 
German style guides, and works on linguistics. His linguistic publications included many on native 
languages, the most notable of which is a three-volume work entitled Mithridates oder allgemeine 
Sprachenkunde [Mithridates or General Linguistics], published between 1806 and 1817. Adelung 
died before the last two volumes could be published; however, Johann Severin Yater (1771-1826) 
brought them to light after Adelung's death. 1 One of the many works that Adelung is noted for is 
the first publication of the Lord's Prayer in the Tlingit and Kodiak (Alutiiq) languages. 

Fig. 1. Johann Christoph Adelung. Portrait by Anton Graff (from Wikipedia). 

1 
Johan Severin Yater (1771-1826) was a German theolog ian, Biblical scholar, and linguist. 
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Fig. 2. Map of the Northwest Coast showing the relative location of native groups mentioned in 
the text. 

Other Linguistic Scholars of the Northwest Coast 

During Adelung's lifetime the Empress Catherine II (1729-1796) was the mler of all Russia. 
One of her interests was linguistic studies. Mary Ritchie Key ( 1980:ix) states: "Catherine the Great 
initiated and compiled the first comparative listing of related vocabulary of languages of the world." 
Language study at the end of the 18th century was not new. Catherine drew on the works of such 
scholars as Antoine Court de Gebelin (ca. 1719-1784) and Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-
1716 ), whose interests were in language universals. Peter Simon Pallas ( 1741-1811 ), a German 
zoologist and botanist who worked in Russia, also tried to aid Catherine in demonstrating that all 
languages came from a single language. Catherine had Pallas produce Li11g11a111111 Totius Orbis 
Vocabu/aria C'omparativa [A Comparative Vocabulary of the World], which was published in 
1786. Catherine's work "formed the basis" of Adelung's Mithridates (Key 1980:139). 

In 1824, about a decade after the publication of Mithridates, Bishop Ivan Veniaminov 
(1797-1879) arrived in Alaska. Veniaminov not only made studies of the languages of the natives 
but also created an alphabet for the languages and taught the natives to read. Veniaminov's 
linguistic work in the Aleutian Islands and on the southeast coast of Alaska was important. 

In 1885, Franz Boas (1858-1942) began his sn1dies on the Northwest Coast. These studies 
were intensified with the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, which Boas led. Numerous language 
stt1dies were produced as a result of this expedition including important linguistic research 
published in the Handbook <?fA111erica11 J11dia11 Languages, edited by Boas. 

Work on the languages of the Northwest Coast continued throughout the twentieth cenniry 
and is ongoing today. For example, Nora Marks and Richard Dauenhauer published voluminous 
works on the Tlingit between 1981 and 2008 (see, for example, Marks et al. 2008), and Michael 
Krauss, a linguist at the Alaska Native Languages Center in Fairbanks, has published many works 
on Alaskan native languages (see, for example, Krauss 1982). These are but a few of the modern 
scholars who have stt1died or continue to stt1dy the languages of the Northwest Coast. 
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Adelung's Sources for Word Lists 

The basis for Adelung' s Mithridates consisted of the word collections of explorers, traveling 
merchants, and others who had been to the Northwest Coast of North America and published diaries 
and books on their travels. Among the word lists Adelung mentioned are those published in the 
journals of Captain James Cook (1728-1799), Jean Franyois de Galoup de la Perouse (1741-1788), 
Alexander Mackenzie (1764-1820), Nikolai Petrovich Rezanov (1764-1807), Gavriil Ivanovich 
Davydov (1874-1809), George Vancouver (1757-1798), Nathanial Portlock (1748-1817), and 
George Dixon ( d. ca. 1800). 

Captain Cook traveled the Northwest Coast in 1789 and 1790, visiting Haida villages along 
the present-day Canadian Coast. During his last two voyages Cook collected samples of the 
languages of the local residents (Pierce 1990:100; Grinev 2009:278). 

Count Jean Franyois de la Perouse made word collections during his 1786 expedition along 
the Northwest Coast collecting geographical information for the French government (Pierce 
1990:292; Grinev 2009:291). 

Though Alexander Mackenzie was not a mariner, he collected word lists that Adelung used 
in his Mithridates. Mackenzie traveled throughout the Canadian Northwest, including across what is 
now British Columbia to the Northwest Coast from the interior of Canada, during which time he 
collected samples of native languages (Mackenzie 1931; Grinev 2009 :322). Among the Russians 
who made word lists was Nikolai Rezanov--court chamberlain, ambassador to Japan, and founder 
of the Russian-American Company (Pierce 1990:418-421; Grinev 2009:449-450). 

Rezanov was the son-in-law of Grigorii Shelikhov, nominal founder of the Russian
American Company, and thus had relatively easy access to the Northwest Coast. Also with easy 
access to the Northwest Coast was Gavriil Davydov, a young naval officer who spent two winters in 
Russian America. Davydov often visited with the natives, collecting much valuable linguistic data 
(Pierce 1990:112-115; Grinev 2009:145, 567-579). 

George Vancouver (1757-1798) was a British naval officer who spent time as an able 
seaman on Captain Cook's ship during the latter's second and third voyages. In 1790, Vancouver 
was given command of an expedition that was sent to Nootka Sound to receive from the Spanish the 
English possessions they had seized in Nootka Sound in 1789. In 1793 and 1794 Vancouver 
explored the coasts of Southeast Alaska and British Columbia (Pierce 1990:516; Grinev 2009 :89). 

Nathanial Portlock was an English mariner who commanded a merchant ship that sailed 
along the coast of Alaska in 1786 with the object of both exploration and trading. During this time 
he collected word lists (Pierce 1990:410; Grinev 2009:436-437). 

Conclusions 

Johann Christoph Adelung was a devoted student of languages who made an attempt to 
collect and compare all the languages in the world. In order to do this he used the lists of mariners, 
travelers, explorers, bureaucrats-anyone who made word lists of native peoples. Based on the 
works promoted by Russia's Empress Catherine the Great, Adelung created the three-volume work 
entitled Mithridates, which contained as many languages as he could find. By comparing the 
languages of the Northwest Coast of North America, Adelung believed there were connections 
between some of the languages in the Vancouver Island area and some in Mexico. He also 
concluded that there were connections between the Indian languages of the northern Northwest 
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Coast and Eskimo languages. At present these languages (Vancouver Island-Mexico and Indian
Eskimo) are strictly separated. However, if one follows Greenberg's (1987) notion of three basic 
language stocks entering the New World, these languages might not be that far apart. 

Adelung attempted, with the aid of the word lists he was able to obtain, to compare the 
various languages of the Northwest Coast. Some languages were assigned to specific tribes, such as 
Tlingit, Eyak, Ahtna, Nootka, Chugach, and Koniag, and some to localities, such as Kenai, King 
George's Sound, and Mexico. Regardless of the success of his work in this area, he laid the 
groundwork for the research of future scholars. 

Translating Adelung's work was a difficult task. If we remember that Samuel Johnson's 
Dictionary of the English Language, a standardizing force in English, was published in 1755, during 
Adelung's lifetime, we can understand that the German language of 1806 was approximately 
equally only on the cusp of regularization. Therefore, many of the terms used by Adelung occur in 
variations, particularly tribal names (e.g., Koluschen-Koljuschen). Nevertheless, the work is a 
brilliant attempt by a perceptive scholar to bring organization into the languages of the Northwest 
Coast of North America. As R.H. Robins (1979:169) stated: "Adelung's exposition stands typically 
on the borders between the older unsystematic periods of speculation and collection and the later 
epoch of the organization of genetically related families." 

The Text 

There are a number of difficulties regarding precise translation of the text taken from 
Volume III of Mithridates. There are typos ( e.g., page 403 for 430), some of which can be 
overlooked. Others are not so easily dealt with ( e.g., "Schon aus Cook's zweyter Reise sind Worter 
des Nootka-Sundes bekannt, deren Zusammenhang mit Wortem des Nootka-Sundes deutlich ist"
which seems to translate as "From Cook's second voyage words are known from Nootka Sound, 
whose connection with words of Nootka Sound is clear," and as such, does not make much sense. 
There is inconsistent formatting, missing punctuation, inconsistencies in spelling ( e.g., Alaksa, 
Aljaksa for Alaska) and so on. Also, at least one page referred to does not seem to exist. For group 
names, the author randomly interchanged a German plural ending (e.g., Tschugazzen [Chugach]) 
with a Russian plural ending ( e.g., Tschugazzi). In the translation Adelung' s spellings of the native 
groups have been directly transliterated in order to retain the flavor of Adelung's time and study 
(Tschugazzen or Tschugazzi for Chugach). Finally, the transcriptions of the native sounds are based 
on English, Russian, German, and French pronunciation-and possibly others. 

Given these constraints, the reader should not take Adelung's work as a linguistic treatise of 
Northwest Coast language. This translation is simply a glimpse into the history of how the study of 
languages of the Northwest Coast began. Despite the difficulties, Adelung's work was a very 
important step in the development of comparative language studies. 

Unless otherwise noted, all remarks in the translated text that are enclosed within brackets [] 
are the translator's. 
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Mithridates2 

Translation by Richard Bland 

The Northwest Coast up to about 60° North Latitude and Prince William Sound 

At the thus determined boundary of this zone we already find tribes that belong to the 
Eskimo nation.3 And at a certain yet not precisely determinable point of this Northwest Coast, we 
start seeing the influences of this extended nation of the American north, the Eskimo. They become 
conspicuous first in Nutka [N ootka] Sound in the prevailing language there, the vocabulary of 
which, as we have known since Cook's final trip, contains words that show an unmistakable 
correspondence with the language of the northernmost part of the American West and East. We are 
very familiar with the language of the Eskimo and the almost identical one from Greenland:5 Cook 
and others have already recorded words of the peoples in several places of the northernmost parts of 
the American Northwest that make it very likely that the language of these peoples is identical with 
that of the former [Greenlanders]. This has become certain upon the closer acquaintance of the 
Russians with the more northern Northwest Coast of America, as has been stated in part in the 
Introduction on p. 341 [ of the original], but will be discussed more precisely in the Vth section of 
this part [see below]. 

Even on far more southerly points of this Northwest Coast, the use of words that belong to 
the Eskimo tribe and contact with their language have been observed. Already from Cook's second 
voya~e6 words are known from Nootka Sound; their connection with words of Nootka Sound is 
clear. Contact of that kind seems even less peculiar from the Queen Charlotte Islands onwards. 
They leap out even in the fpendices to Mithridates, which Herr Privy Councilor von Adelung 
promises in the introduction; others are mentioned in part above or will be at the end of this section 
with the Koluschen [Tlingit]. It might be possible, upon closer acquaintance with these peoples, to 
ascertain an even closer relationship among them, and then to connect these residents of the 
Northwest Coast themselves with the Eskimo tribe. Only the assurance of such a reliable observer 
as La Perouse proves to us that at 58° 39' north latitude he found no Eskimos, not their 
distinguishing facial structure or way of life but, as he says, savages "that have a common origin 
with all natives of the inner regions of Canada and North America. "9 The coincidence of the words 
at Nutka Sound and Norfolk [Sitka] Sound with words of the Eskimo tribe cannot be deduced from 

2 The following translation was taken from pages 207 to 238 of the 3rd volume of Johann Christoph Adelung's 
Mithridates oder al/gemeine Sprachenkunde [Mithridates or General Linguistics] (Berlin: Die Vossische Buchhandlung, 
1816). Mithridates (132 to 63 B.C.) was king of Pontus (northeastern present-day Turkey) who is said to have traveled 
about his kingdom, where "he understood more than a score of languages" (Duggan 1959:26-27). According to Pliny 
the Elder (1954:XXIV) "Mithridates who was king of twenty-two races gave judgements in as many languages, in an 
assembly addressing each race in turn without an interpreter."-Trans. 
3 The boundary in question is Nootka Sound.-Trans. 
4 Captain James Cook (1728-1779) was a renowned British mariner who made three voyages of discovery in the 
Pacific. Many later figures in Northwest exploration had been members of his crews (Pierce 1990: I 00-10 I). 
5 Adelung distinguishes the natives of Greenland from other Eskimos.-Trans. 
6 See the comparative philology of the description of the same in Pt. IV. a. E. 
7 The German is unclear here.-Trans. 
8 Johann Severin Yater (1771-1826) was a professor of theology and librarian and a knight of St. Vladimir Order who 
had Adelung's second and third volumes published aft.er the latter's death in 1806.-Trans. 
9 La Perouse's Entdeckungsreise, translated [into German from French] by Forster und Sprenge~ vol. I, p. 334. 
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the influence of the residents of that region on these Eskimos, because words similar to these prevail 
all the way to Labrador and Greenland and thus quite certainly belong to this Eskimo tribe. The fact 
that they are now also present, however, in Norfolk Sound and Nutka Sound cannot be derived in 
such a population from communication through trade, since it is not of the kind that would explain 
such influence. But, to have such influence on the languages that are now in those regions of the 
Northwest Coast, it can be most naturally explained from the fact that either people from the 
Eskimo tribe penetrated in part to those southern points of the Northwest Coast and became mixed 
with the people there, or that this tribe once lived on the Northwest Coast much farther to the south 
but was displaced, so that some of them remained and mixed with the people who took possession 
of their homeland. The latter is the most probable because we know from observers in the Polar 
regions that there too the Eskimos were pushed back. The coasts of Prince William Sound and 
farther to the northwest are also inhabited by the Eskimo tribe as well as others, so that at present 
we can observe 

People of the Northwest Coast who 
are already visibly influenced by and mixed with 

the Eskimo tribe 

Even if we cannot exactly determine the boundary between these peoples, who apparently 
once mixed with Eskimos and the Eskimo tribe itself, then partly through the quoted statement by 
La Perouse and partly through Vancouver's assurance, the language of Unalaska is also the 
language of Prince William Sound (i.e., both of them are Eskimo languages), and thus the boundary 
is between these two places that are not very distant from each other. We therefore have to examine 
the distinctive languages of these peoples but must not lose sight of their relationship to the 
language of the Eskimo tribe. 

A new, most interesting consideration among the peoples of this part of the Northwest Coast 
is their relation to the Mexican language. Herr von Humboldt 10 says about this: "When carefully 
comparing the word collections recorded in Nutka Sound and in Monterey, he was astonished to see 
the concurrence of the sounds and the similarity of several word endings to those of the Mexican 
language. For example, in the Nutka language there is apquixitl: to embrace, temextixitl: to kiss, 
hitltzitl: to sigh, tzitzimitz: earth, ini-coatzimitl: the name of a month. But on the whole these 
languages are fundamentally different, as is illustrated by the comparison of numerals that is to be 
adduced later on." 11 Special consideration should be given to the fact that the ending itl in Mexican 
is used only as a suffix for substantives. The above-mentioned examples for this ending in Nutka 
words are, however, for the most part verbs. In contrast ag-coatl (young woman), as quoted already 
in Bourgoing, 12 shows a somewhat closer similarity to the Mexican ~ou-atl: woman, women in 
general. Still, this similarity of recurring sounds in itself, especially that of the ti, which do not 
concur that frequently in other languages, is a proof of sorts. According to the short word lists of 

10 Baron Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was a German explorer, scientist, and natural philosopher whose 
attention was focused primarily on Central and South America (Bridgwater 1953:450).-Trans. 
11 [Humboldt] Essai po/it. d. I. N. E. S. 322-aemit/: dog, occurs in Bourgoing, as well as nec-tzitl: to drink, tzi-chit/: to 
four. 

2 Baron Jean-Fran~ois de Bourgoing was a French diplomat and writer charged with numerous foreign missions. He 
helped negotiate relations between France and Spain. Biografias y Vidas, 2004-13. 
http://www. biograflasyvidas. com/biograjialblbourgoing. htm. Accessed 3/3 I /2013 .-Trans. 
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local languages in Dixon, La Perouse, 13 and Vancouver, 14 the two connected sounds are also in 
evidence in Norfolk Sound as far as Behring Bay [Yakutat Bay] and in Nutka Sound. Thanks to the 
word lists of the languages from Russian settlements on this coast, we can be certain that there is a 
remarkable frequency of the ending ti not just in the above-mentione related language of the 
Koluschen, but also in the language of the Ugaljachmutzi [Eyak] living in Behring Bay around Mt. 
St. Elias. There this frequency is so striking that among the nearly 1,200 words collected by Herr 
von Resanoff [Re.zanov] 15-words of all kinds, not just substantives-nearly a twelfth end in ti, 
sometimes tli or tie. 

Mexican U galj achmutzi Koluschen 
(Eyak) (Tlingit) 

Mutter (mother) nantli .... attli 
Bruder (brother) teachcauh kachaoch achaik, achonoik 
Weib (woman) ciuatl si.iot 
M~dchen (girl) ocuel keel 
Gesicht (face) xayacatl .... kaf!a 
Stirn ( forehead) yxc,uatl* kaintschit kakak 
Mund (mouth) cam at/ kasatl/ 
Kehle (throat) cocotl katkakl 
Schulter (shoulder) a coli kaka(jachatag 
Nahme (name) tetocayotiloni kedetude-e 
kraftvoll (powerful) vel itilizcotl .... itlzin 
kalt (cold) cecuitz/i kateitle 
Lane;e (lene;th) quauhticayotl kuaua 
Tiefe ( depth) vecatlivotl .... katt/jan 
Stein (stone) tetl .... te 
Erde (Earth) tlalli .... t/jaknak, tlatka 
Ente (duck) canaululi kach** kauchu 

* The Mexican words are pronounced as in Spanish, thus x as j, ch as tsch: the others as in German. Thus, 
for example, the words for: "to see" are very similar, as utsch is the prefix of the infinitive in several 
Ugaljachmutzi words, and lia, a Mexican verb suffix, in uxquatl qua is the main syllable, when compared 
to the Cora language. 

13 French explorer Jean Fran~ois de Galoup La Perouse (1741-1788), born in southern France, was appointed 
midshipman in 1756 and in 1782 was with the French fleet that assisted the Americans during the American Revolution. 
In 1786, he commanded an expedition that sailed along the Northwest Coast collecting information for the French 
government. Fortunately for history, when La Perouse visited the Russian port of Petropavlovsk, he sent Jean Baptiste 
de Lesseps overland to France with the La Perouse journals-in 1788 La Perouse sailed from Botany Bay, Australia, 
with two vessels never to be heard from again (Pierce 1990:292; Grinev 2009:291).-Trans. 
14 George Vancouver (1757-1798) was a British naval officer who spent time as an able seaman on Captain Cook's ship 
during the latter's second and third voyages. In 1790, Vancouver was given command of an expedition that was sent to 
Nootka Sound to receive from the Spanish the English possessions that the Spanish had seized in Nootka Sound. In 
1793 and 1794, Vancouver explored the coasts of Southeast Alaska and British Columbia (Pierce 1990:516; Grin!v 
2009:89).-Trans. 
15 Nikolai Petrovich Rezanov ( 1764-1807) was court chamberlain, ambassador to Japan, founder of the Russian
American Company, and Grigorii Shelikhov's son-in-law; it is most likely at Shelikhov's behest that Rezanov 
encouraged Empress Catherine II ( 1729-1796) to permit establishment of the Russian-American Company (Pierce 
1990:81-83, 418-421, 454-459; Grinev 2009:167-168, 449-450, 604-605).-Trans. 
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Mexican U galj achmutzi Koluschen 
roth (red) quacocoztic takakuete 
Ho lzaxt (axe) quauhtlateconi !iakatakatl 
Stem (star) cit/ati .... tlaachzel 
Nacht (night) you a/Ii sii/chatl 
leben (to live) ya/i sal/iaal 
sehen (to see) chi a utschtschiilia 
schlafen (to sleep) uetztoc azut 
trajten (to carry) it qui itta 
kochen (to cook) coxitia coatk 

The obvious temptation was to compare the Ugaljachmutzi and Koluschan words with the 
available Mexican ones (those for the most established concepts in the Pallas glossary). 16 And one 
can hardly deny that many of the above-mentioned similarities could have a common stem vowel. 
This is reason enough to encourage a more detailed investigation using a greater word stock of the 
Mexican language in comparison [with Ugaljachmutzi and Koluschan], since such similarities are 
found in fewer than 200 words, as well as for assuming that it is not improbable that we might 
discover linguistic and tribal relationships with the Mexicans in these still little-known northern 
parts. 

NutkaSound 

In Nutka Sound, the large Quadro and Vancouver Island is now a more established place 
than the less certain Nutka. Since it has been visited more often, several people have recorded 
words that when listed reveal the same differences that are noticeable when recording the words of 
savages of often somewhat different tribal divisions elsewhere, and abbreviations, elongations, or 
other permutations of sound. In languages that are connected and governed by nothing firm, and 
whose members often separate from one another, it cannot be otherwise. The most detailed word 
lists from Nutka Sound are in Cook's third voyage and from Anderson's reports. 17 Next are several 
in Bourgoing's Relation d'un voyage recent des Espagnols sur les cotes nord-ouest de l'Amerique 
septentrionale [Account of a Recent Voyage of the Spanish on the Northwest Coast of North 
America], and from that listed in the Archives litteraires de l'Europe (1789. N. IV. pp. 78, 79). The 
numerals are in Dixon and in Herr von Humboldt's Essai politique (1811, p. 322), in the latter 
publication drawn from a reliable manuscript of the Spaniard Mozifio. 18 

In King George's Sound [Nootka Sound] at least the numerals, which we find quoted in 
Portlock's and Dixon's voyages, are taken almost entirely from Nutka Sound, and the language 
common here consequently appears to have spread there. 

Even south of Nutka Sound, in Port Discovery [Discovery Bay, Washington] at 48° 7', 
Vancouver found a similar language among the nomadic people there, and they understood Nutka 

16 Peter Simon Pallas (1741-1811) was a child prodigy born in Berlin. At 19 he received his degree in medicine but 
became a naturalist. In 1767, he moved to St. Petersburg, participated in expeditions, and published many works, 
including the first volume of a comparative dictionary supposed to contain all languages and dialects ( 1781) (Masterson 
and Brower 1948; Pierce 1990:390-391; Grinev 2009:403).-Trans. 
17 This may have been William Anderson (c. 1748-1778), the surgeon on Captain Cook's ship during his third voyage, 
that is, when he visited Alaska in 1778 (Pierce l 990:7).-Trans. 
18 This is Jose Mariano Mozii\o (1757-1820), naturalist on the expedition of Juan Francisco de la Bodega y Quacira to 
Nootka Sound in 1792 (Mozifio 1991).-Trans. 
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Word Samples 
Nutka Words, after Cook 

Himmel (sky) nes, inaihl nas Ohr (ear) papai 

Wasser (water) ch auk Nase (nose) neets 
Feuer (fire) eeneek, eleek Zunge (tongue) choop 
Sonne (sun) opu/szthl Haar (hair) apsoon 
Mond(moon) onulszthl Hand (hand) kookelixo 
Mann (man) tanafs bey Bourgoing: (with coucou-mitzou 

Bourgoing) 
Kopf(head) oooomitz Fuss (foot) klatimme 
Auge (eve) kussee bose,schlecht(bad) takho 

Numerals 
Nutka King George's 

Sound 
after Cook Dixon Humboldt 

I tsawak sorwock sahuac sorwock 
2 akkla athlac at/a athlac 
3 katsitsa cats a catza cats a 

words, just as they were understood 32 sea miles from Cape Mudge [B.C.], although there they 
appeared not to be in general use. ( Ches/aki was the name of a chief of the savages there.) 

Atnah [Ahtna}-Fitzhugh Sound 

First of all, we have to consider a people at 52° north latitude who did not live directly on 
the coast, with whom Mackenzie spent time and of whose peculiar language he gives examples. 19 

They are the Atnah, 20 or Kinn Indians, directly north above which, according to Mackenzie, is 
Nagailer or Trager [Carrier] Indian land, where the language is nearly the same as the (so-called by 
Mackenzie) Chipewyan, and whom we will save until the end of the IVth section; next we will note 
the friendly residents of one of the villages nearer the sea coast, whose stature and way of life he 
describes, amongst others, their custom of enclosing the heads of the children between leather
covered boards to give them a wedge-shaped form, and from whose language he also imparts some 
examples. Similarities with other languages known to us can be found in neither of these 
languages. 21 

In the village just mentioned, Mackenzie found the entire salmon fishing and all other 
fishing to be in the arbitrary hands of a chief, whose inherited autocracy was established in ways not 
currently encountered anywhere else among the savage peoples of North America. 

19 Alexander Mackenzie (1764-1820), British explorer, arrived on the Northwest Coast from the interior of Canada, 
being the f1rst known European to cross Canada to the Pacific Ocean. He published his journals in 1801 (Mackenzie 
1931; Grinev 2009:322).-Trans. 
20 On the Russian maps of the Russian possessions I find on the Northwest Coast living to the north of the 
Ugaljachmutzi around Mt. St. Elias, somewhat inland, an indication for Atnah Indians: it would be interesting to 
investigate whether they have something in common with the more southern Atnah. 
21 Mackenzie's Reisen [Trips] (Hamburg translation), 1931, p. 540. 
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W dS or amp es 
Ahtna Friendly Village 

Wasser (water) shawe/iquoih ulkan 
Feuer (fire) teuch* neach 
Mann (man) scuyn/oach 
Frau (woman) smosledgensk 
Kopf(head) scapacay 
Auge (eye) th/oust in c/OUf!US 

Ohr (ear) ichlinah 
Nase (nose) pis ax ma-acza 
Zunge (tongue) dewhasjask 
Haar (hair) ca how din sepnas (head hair) 
Hand (hand) calietha shous- shev 
* The similarity of this word with that of the Pima is at least intimated. 

We find ourselves here in the vicinity of Fitzhugh Sound, on which, opposite the sea arm 
that leads to Menzie' s Point, Vancouver also noted a language entirely different from Nutka, and 
robust people, more similar to North Europeans than are the southern residents of the Northwest 
Coast. This description does not fit with that of Mackenzie; they are not speaking of the same tribe. 
Mackenzie calls the coastal residents there the people most receptive to civilization among all 
whom he observed; they do not live by hunting in the forests but from catching fish and other sea 
animals and a kind of trade. Also, Mackenzie noted a woman with an incised lower lip and a 
wooden ornament in this incision. Dixon and Vancouver often found these lip incisions in women 
on the neighboring points of the coast, and the stranger is the custom of such an incision with 
inserted wooden ornament-which at least in Port des Franc;ais [Lituya Bay] is called kentaga-the 
more it is reminiscent of the very similar "barbot" [labret] on la Plata and on the Paraguay River in 
South America.22 Yet there it is a custom used exclusively by the men; here it belongs to the 
women. 

On Queen Charlotte Island, whose descriptions Dixon and especially Et. Marchand Voyage 
autour du monde [Voyage around the World] (1801, vol. I, p. 288) has given,23 exists a distinctive 
language; the latter asserts a unified language throughout the whole island, against the opinion of 
Dixon, and gives the numerals and also a couple of other words (p. 284) as examples: 

Feuer fire tesch 2. stonk 
1. sounchou 3. stoonis 

One notes no similarity with other numerals there. 

22 A barbot is "a piece of wood in the lower lip, perforated for the purpose; a custom in which most of the nations of 
Paraguay, as well as some of those in North America, participate" (Pritchard l 826:2:495-496).-Trans. 
23 Etienne Marchand (1755-1793) was a French sea captain born in the Antilles. He made a number of commercial 
voyages; eventually (in 1791) he sailed to the Northwest Coast (Pierce 1990:341-342; Grinev 2009:334-335).-Trans. 
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Koluschen 

The peoples of a great part of the Northwest Coast of America, where the Russians have 
settlements, are called by them Koluschen (Koljuschen) {Tlingit]. Several tribes are subsumed 
under this, and their real and main center is not yet known. 2 An important settlement for them was 
the coast of Sitka [ now Baranof] Island on its opposite side, the tribes of which called themselves 
S-chit-cha-chon ( or S-chinkit or G-tinkit), that is, inhabitants of Sitka. The Russians had a settlement 
there that was attacked and destroyed by the Koluschen in 1801. In 1804, however, Herr v. 
Baranoff,25 director of the Russian possessions in America, took Sitka [Island.-Trans.] again,26 

(which is now Baranoff Island, with an erected fort called Neu-Archangel [Novo-Arkhangel'sk]), 
made peace with the Koluschen, who withdrew and who fortified a high rocky point of land on the 
northeastern part of Sitcha [Sitka] Island at 57° 46' north latitude, 134° 40' west longitude, but 
incidentally they now have friendly relations with the Russians. They are for the most part of 
medium height and strong body build, have black hair, large fiery eyes, and without showing 
features of the Mongoloid race, a flat broad nose, broad cheek bones, and very pronounced, coarse 
facial features. The color of their skin is dirty from earth and ocher, with which they smear 
themselves; but when the women and girls were cleaned of all the dirt, their skin was found to be as 
white as among any European women. In the manner just mentioned, the female sex wears flat 
wooden spoons in the lower lip, which are larger with increasing status and age, for example, 5 
inches long, 3 inches wide, but one was noticed that could almost cover the entire face. 27 

Sitka Gulf is what the English call Norfolk Sound. 28 

Herr v. Resanoff had this to say about the Koluschen:29 "They extend from Iakutat south to 
the Charlotte Islands with many gradations and nuances of their language, and this entire 
archipelago is occupied by their settlements. Their language is a completely distinct one." 

Portlock, Dixon, Marchand, La Perouse, and Vancouver had already visited individual 
places on this coast, and the similarity shown between the words recorded there and those of the 
Koluschen is great enough to convince us that at all those points there live or lived tribal kin of the 
Koluschen, even if branches of other tribes might also be found among them-such as, for example 
in George's Sound, people who according to their language are related to the Nutkas, and in this 
regard have already been mentioned. 

24 V. Langsdorrs Reise, 1812, vol. II, p. 110. v. Adelung and v. Krusenstem's Wortersammlungen aus den Sprachen 
einiger Volker des ostlichen Asiens und der Nordwest KiJste von Amerika ( 1813) [Word Collections from the Languages 
of Some Peoples of Eastern Asia and the Northwest Coast of America]. Prologue, p. IX. [Georg Heinrich von Langsdorf 
(1774-1852) was a naturalist and physician who spent time in the Russian colonies. Adam Johann von Krusenstem 
(1770-1846) was an admiral and circumnavigator who sailed in the North Pacific (Pierce 271-273, 288-292; Grinev 
2009:270, 290).-Trans.] 
25 Aleksandr Andreevich Baranov (1746-1819) was the governor of Russian America from 1790 to 1818 with his 
capital at Novo-Arkhangel'sk (present-day Sitka) (Pierce 1990:20-23; Grinev 2009:44).-Trans. 
26 Chwostoff's and Dawidoff's [Khvostov and Davydov] (the latter is the author) Reise nach Amerika [Trip to 
America], 1810, pt. II, p. 109; v. Langsdorff, Joe. cit., p. 73. 
27 V. Langsdorff, Joe. cit., pp. 96, 99. Compare with p. 78. 
28 Dawidoff, Joe. cit., p. 111. 
29 Preliminary report on the manuscript, passed to me through the generosity of Herr v. Ade lung, from the Worterbuch 
der Sprachen von Unalaschka, Kadjak, Kinai, Tschugaschi, Ugaljaschmutzi, Koluschi [Dictionary of the Languages of 
Unalaska, Kodiak, Kenai, Chugach, Eyak, and Tlingit]. 
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Marchand calls the residents of Norfolk Bay, whom he described, Tschinkitani, which 
corresponds precisely to the previously mentioned name of S-chinkit. Marchand states expressly 
that their language is entirely different from that of Nutka Sound as well as from that of Charlotte 
Island, that the people are extremely crude and savage, and most sounds require strong aspiration 
from the nose and throat, especially t and g. Only with difficulty can these people enunciate d and n, 
and f and v not at all. Most words begin with a strong k originating in the throat. The words of this 
language were recorded by two of Marchand' s companions, Captain Chanal and surgeon Roblet, 30 

in both cases based on French pronunciation. The difference is not very considerable, but it is once 
more proof that with such unregulated languages the mouths of two speakers and the ears of two 
listeners do not easily lead to exactly the same results. 31 

Dixon, too, has recorded numerals from Norfolk Sound; Portlock has recorded these and a 
couple of words from Portlock's Harbor not far from Cape Edgecumbe and thereby noted that the 
language deviated somewhat. Dixon discovered and named Port Musgrave at 59° 32' north latitude 
[Yakutat Bay]; he found the language different from that in Prince William Sound and thought it 
likely that it is identical with that of Norfolk Sound. 32 

On an intermediate point at 58° 39', La Perouse found what he called Port des Fran~ois. La 
Perouse also distinguishes the natives there quite explicitly from the Eskimo; they are taller, leaner, 
and weaker than the latter, and not as skilled in making seagoing vessels. Incidentally they 
understand how to forge iron, to process copper, to spin the hair of various animals and to use a 
sewing needle to make fabric from this wool, to carve tolerable figures of people and animals in 
wood and stone, and to make delicate boxes with inlaid shells. And nowhere are hats and baskets 
woven from rushes with more skill. 

La Perouse 's companion Lamanon unfortunately provided from the language of the natives 
there only a couple of words and numerals, 33 whose correspondence with the numerals of other 
Koluschen attests to the kinship of the latter, as well as the following remarks, which highlight the 
fact that at least the French organ could not express many sounds of the language of this people. 
One sound especially could not be imitated that is pronounced as a syllable in part through the 
letters k, h, I, r, t, for example, in the word khlrleies, that is, hair. On the other hand, all effort and 
skill in imitation notwithstanding, the natives could not pronounce the sounds, d,f, I, x,j, and g of 
the French language, and they never use p and v next to the previous letters. They pronounce the r 
doubled and strongly burred, and the chr just as hard as in some regions of Switzerland. Their initial 
consonants are k, t, n, s, and m, of which the first ones are the most frequently used; no word begins 
with r. The burring, the most frequent use of the k, and the doubled consonants make this language 
very difficult. The men speak less through the throat than the women, who, on the other hand, 
because of the wooden disk in the lower lip cannot produce the labial letters. With singing the 
language loses some of its roughness. 34 

From what we know about the Koluschen through Russian observers, much of this 
information does not fit them. In their words we find n, in some words, according to Dawidoff, also 

30 Prosper Chanal was first mate on the circumnavigation voyage of Etienne Marchand in 1790-1792 which visited 
Sitka. Claude Roblet was Marchand's surgeon on the same voyage (Grinev 2009:456, 591).-Trans. 
31 See Et. Marchand Voyage autour du monde, 1801, vol. I, p. 209, ff. 251 ff. 282. 284. 285 and the word list p. 587. 
32 See Nath. Portlock's Reise in Ge. Forsters Reise an der Nortwest-Kiiste von Amerika, 1791, pt. III, pp. 142 and 145 
and Portlock's and Dixon's Reise, pp. 155, 169, 175, 216. 
33 Robert de Lamanon (1752-1787) was a scientist aboard La Perouse's 1785-1787 voyage (La Perouse 2004).-Trans. 
34 La Perouse, Reise, translated by R. Forster and Sprengel, 2004, vol. I, p. 339. 
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p and frequently /, which, if Lamanon should not be contradicted, occurs only in the previously 
mentioned composite sounds according to him. Only the Koluschen have ti also as initial and final 
letters of a word. By contrast they have no r at all. But frequently and namely among American 
languages, it is the case that one branch of the same tribe distinguishes itself through clustering the 
r, whereas others do not do that at all and instead have especially the I. That the frequent occurrence 
of rk or rh at the end-which is stated by both Marchand' s companions and Lamanon at the end of 
the subsequently cited numerals I and 2-might be a dialectical differentiation of such an 
unregulated language, is more clearly illuminated by the fact that the two companions of Marchand 
themselves have diverging opinions in the matter, in reverse relation, for example, in the two words: 

Chana I Rob let 
I. clerrg kaike 
Teeth kiihou ka hoiirf! 

Tschinkitani f ?l Koluschen fTlingit] 
Port des Fram;ois Chana I Rob let Dawidoff Resanoff 

4. taakhun tacoun tacoiinK taakun tach-un 
5. keitschine ketch in keut tchine keJetschin ketschtsin 
6. kleituchu kletoiischou kei tou chou tletuussiu tlet-uschu 
7. takatuchu takrratoiischou trii tou choii tachatuussiu tackate-uschu 
8. netskatuchu netskatoilschou necx cii IOU chou nezkiitiiissju nesket-uschu 
9. kouchok koiischok kou chac koii kuussjok kuschok 
10. tschine-kate tschinkat tschine kate stchinkat tschinkat 
20. theirha clerr-kat t/ejeka* tech tschinkat 
30. neiskrah . ... tackha nezke tschinkat 

* After the statement of a young Koluschen. klejeh-ka. 

The Port des Fran'rois [Lituya Bay] word kaurre has the same meaning and follows the last of 
these words, as does kauch and kaoch in the remaining Koluschan dialects. At Port des Fran'rois 
kaaga means head; a comparison of the remaining Koluschan words for this meaning in the following 
word lists will make it even more likely that this language is identical with the remaining Koluschan 
dialects, even if one would not want to give that much weight to the fact that the numerals by 
themselves are identical, which of course could have passed from one neighboring nation to another. 

Some Notes on this Our Father 

Among the words of the Koluschen collected by Herr v. Resanoff the following are listed: 

unser our 
Nahme (name 

uao 
akku 
tschechatisouchacha 

The words for father, heaven, earth, give, and evil are found in the word list below. The 
comparison shows significant deviation of the pronunciation as is frequently the case with such 
tribes; if one had knowledge of the language in its entirety, one would probably find more in 
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The Lord's Prayer* in Koluschen 
after the Language from Sitka 

(provided by Herr v. Baranoff, Director of the Russian possessions in America) 

Vater unser welcher ist in den Wolken 
Ais waan, wet wwetu tikeu; 
[Father our, which art in heaven] 

Geehrt sey Nahme dein 
Ikukastii itssagi ba-e; 
[Hallowed be name thy] 

Lass kommen Reich dein 
Faa atikwakut ikustigi ibe-e; 

[come kingdom Thy] 

Geschehe Wille dein so wie 
Atkwakut attuitugati be-et ikachtekin 
[be done will Thy as it is] 

im Himmel und auf der Erde 
linkitani zu tlekw. 
[in heaven on Earth] 

Nahrung unsere nothige 
Katuachawat uaan zu-ikwu/kinichat 
[bread our daily] 

gib uns heute 
akech uaan itat; 
[Give us this day] 

Er lass uns Schulden unsere wie auch 
Tamil uaan tschaniktshak aagizu 
[forgive us our trespasses as] 

wir sch en ken Schuldnern unseren 
uaan akut tugati ajat; 
[we forgive them that against us] 

trespass 

* The approximate English is given.-Trans. 

accordance [ with the pronunciation of specific tribes]. Based on the confidence in the site where 
this Our Father was recorded, it cannot be doubted that this is an Our Father of the Koluschen. 
There can incidentally be no doubt that in the first and second plea atikwakut and atkwakut are one 
word: so the translation of the latter is less precise. Some grammatical notes on this language will 
follow at the end of this section. 
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Samples of Other Koluschen [Tlingit] Words 
after Dawidoff after Lisiansky after two officials of the RAC 

Himmel (skv) kiiwa chaaz kiif{OO ki 
Erde (Earth) tlin kitaannii s/inkytaani sch ii tka 
Wasser (water) in iin in in, iin 
Feuer (fire) kan cha an kan kchan 
Sonne (sun) kakan kakkaan kakan kakkan 
Mond (moon) tys tys tis tis 
Mensch (person) t/inkit tschalkle ich klim!iit ka, chinkin 
Mann (man) ka ka ka, kaf(rl ka, tochoK 
Frau (woman) achlchset schawwot achchoch tuschat 
Kind ( child) tof(otki tukoneKi 
Vater (father) is kaisch achais tuf{isch 
Mutter (mother) acht/ja akli achatli tut/a 
Sohn (son) achf{it .... achiiit tu Kit 
Tochter achsyi .... achsik tassiik 
(daughter) 
Bruder (brother) achonoch achchonoch achiiika 
Schwester (sister) acht/jak achklak ach/itoch 
Kopf(head) achsjan aschaKi kissiiKi kascha 
Auge (eve) chawak kawwak kaf{ok kawak 
Ohr(ear) achkuk kakuk kakuk kaakuka 
Zunge (tongue) tut/jut katnut 
Haar (hair) achsychau koschuf{au tichaKU schachauf(u 
Hand (hand) achtschin katschin kitiun kaaschi 
Fuss (foot) ikus kachus kaf!J)s kakchos 
Tag (day) kejuwaf(a kejeu chiiKi iiikKi 
gib (J?;ive) atei achtschu/e 
Bases ( evil) t/jek k/juschki .... (From Sitka) 
I. tlek kleJek tliik tschatleKk 
2. tech tejech tuck tejech 
3. nezk nazk niizk nazk 
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Koluschen [Tlin2itl Tschitkitaner [?1 
after Resanoff after a young after Chanal after Roblet 

Kolushen 
Himmel (skv) $!US ki 
Erde <Earth) tlekkak t/atka (sweet water) 
Wasser (water) chJ?in jin hill hill 
Feuer (fire) kchan cha an 
Sonne (sun) kakkan kakkaan .... krii-ne 
Mond(moon) tis tis 
Mensch (person) .... ka 
Mann (man) 
Frau (woman) achschat 
Kind (child) kvzanni1ta tteche takkanera 
Vater (father) ach-eisch tuf!iisch 
Mutter (mother) attli tat/a 
Sohn (son) achvJ?it-te .... 
Tochter (dammter) achsi .... 
Bruder (brother) achaik .... 
Schwester (sister) achkik .... 
Kopf(head) achscha kaschah 
Auee (eye) kawak1 kamak kaoutstakitsi kii hou hiic 
Ohr (ear) kaakuk kakuk kakouk kekoui!Ue kaJ?.hOUJ!. 
Nase (nose) . . . . .... katstoiikoutsch kii-che tou 
Zunee (toneue) kach-e .... /cats/out kats-louJ! 
Haar (hair) schachaJ!U scha1taaju satkii1t-hoii kii cha kii oii 
Hand (hand) katin katschin katchicou 
Fuss (foot) kachos kakchos kavestka kii J?oii sate 
Tag (dav) akkvJ!e iakee ~Ii 
gib (give) achtschitte 
Boses ( evil) 
1. ti eek tlahk cler1t kaike 
2. tech tahch terrk tirI! 
3. neztk-e nazk notchk notx 

Portlock Harbor Portlock's and Port de Fran~ois 
after Portlock Dixon's voya_ges after Lamanon 

I. claske tlaasch keirrk 
2 taike taasch theirrh 
3. nusk noosch neisk 

Ugaljachmutzi, Kinaizi 

The first of these peofsle, the Ugaljachmutzi [Eyak], live in the region of Mt. St. Elias, north 
of Behrings [Yakutat] Bay. 5 They have not been known for a long time, and all news of their 
language-as was illustrated at the beginning of this section-which, when compared with Mexican 
is very peculiar, comes from the previously mentioned handwritten dictionary of Herr v. Resanoff. 
In the preface he says that this is not a numerous people and that their language is entirely different 

35 One must not confuse this bay, which has been adequately denoted as is, with the Behring Strait between America 
and Asia; otherwise all the peoples located on that bay would be positioned in an erroneous location. Everywhere in the 
area around that strait or sea-narrows we probably find the tribal languages dealt with in the last section of this work. 
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from others, although they might indeed have adopted some words from the neighboring 
Koluschen. The connections between these and other neighboring languages will be discussed later. 

The Kinaitze [Tanaina] live around the entire bay by the same name, from 59° to 62° north 
latitude, but farther inland their language gets lost. 36 They must be distinguished completely from 
the Konagen [Koniag], as the residents of Kodiak are called. Between them and the U galjachmutzi 
[Eyak] live the Tschugazzi [Chugach], who obviously speak the same language as the residents of 
Kodiak, and thus belong to the Eskimo tribe and who will be discussed in the last section. The 
following words of the Kinaitze are from Resanoffs dictionary, Dawidoffs Reise, and 
Krusenstern's word collection. 

W dS I or amp es 
U galjachmutzi Kinai [Tanaina] 

[Eyak] after after Dawidoff after Resanoff after after an 
Resanoff Lisiansky unnamed person 

Himmel koas jujan al/juonulchatl iuian iuJ!an 
Erde an a/tnen alslin a/sch/an 
Wasser kalia pi/tni pi/kne wiilchni wilchn 
Feuer takak tasi tasch-y taas-i tasi 
Sonne katakvl nii nee tschan-u need 
Mond kacha t/jakaannu tschan-e neie needa 
Mensch kodeltschachal/i/ja kochtaana kocht-annja tinna 
Mann sykka . . . . skan .... 
Weib svet .... sioo schoo mook-ie/an 
Kind sukekeit-toiu skaniken ischynnaka .... tei/skaschin 
Vater ala stukta schtukt-a tukta tadak 
Mutter amma anna schunkta anna ana 
Sohn sv-asch siia schiusha 
Tochter syasch sezaa schjutscha 
Bruder kachaoch /cu/a schanf{a kalla 
Schwester svtok-eia tats cha schutta utal/a 
Koof schischaJ!e aisdf!f!e schunJ!aie schanJ!-ie nanl2d 
Aue:e kal/iaJ! snaJ;!a schinaJ!a tnaschaika naJ!ak 
Ohr katsch-ech SZOJ!Q schtil-u sziil-u mtschii 
Nase kaliuatsch .... schintschisch 
Zune:e kan-at szy/io szil/ju szii-liu 
Haar li/eje/ szyf{o stschaJ!o SZiif!U tlao 
Hand kaiak-az skona schkunna schkuuna 
Fuss kaJ!asch skaietlna skatlna schkatna kat/nd 
Tae: kak-ech tschan tschanna tschaan ta/kon 
e:ib ahushitscha uchonda faive me) schokne/kit schlakanf!Ut 
Bos es koschiiat tschoolta 
I. tlink-e, tleki ze/kei zy/k-e zilJ!tan zel/kai 
2. liaat-te, lati tycha tech-a nutna techa 
3. too/koa tulkua /okchke tok-_je tuk-J!e tukohe 

36 Herr. v. Resanoff, loc. cit., and Herr v. Adelung in v. Krusenstem's Worter-Samml. [Word Collection], foe. cit. 
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Grammatical Notes on These Three Languages 

Herr v. Resanoff has made the following grammatical notes on the six languages his 
handwritten dictionary covers, three of which belong to the Eskimo tribe (and will therefore be 
treated only in the last section). 

Neither nouns nor verbs have a characteristic ending of sex or number. 

Some of these languages indicate the tense of verbs through changes in their endings, others 
through sound changes at the beginning; yet others change both at the beginning and at the end but 
omit a root syllable in the middle. Finally, still others keep the verbal sound in all the different 
tenses without alteration; they often also indicate each particular tense with another word. 

The comparison of all cases in the dictionary where an inflection of the verb can be 
observed puts us in a position to apply that information to the languages of the Koluschen, 
U galj achmutzi, and Kinaizi. 

The cases in which words with different roots are used where other languages use inflection 
of a verbal sound appear to occur especially with the Koluschan and Kinai languages. In the latter, 
the imperative give differs from the infinitive only through the prefixed sch. The Resanoff list also 
contains to order, to invite, and to make, forms that have one and the same root, but no analogy can 
be drawn from that, and one cannot really draw any conclusions as to whether the prefix tyschta, 
which marks the comparative of evil, is a common way to form the comparative. Incidentally, the 
Kinai do have the letter p (band ware also found in at least a few words). 

Among Koluschen words are some verbs where forms of the same root are indicated with 
the ending on in the imperative as well as the infinitive, and once also in the present: but a form as 
such, that is, a common ending or beginning, cannot be found, and just as uncommon with several 
imperatives and infinitives as with several adjectives, which are placed side by side in the Dawidoff 
list. In the v. Resanoff dictionary, the imperative is in one case preceded by ach and then by ju in 
another, yet another case has ana in front. The infinitive is in one case preceded by at, in another by 
a, and yet another by tuech; elsewhere the former has the ending tete, the latter has in-o or nasynna, 
when these are not unessential attachments; make, carry out is ennesne, the infinitive ennechtasne. 
The adjective angry, when connected to the verb, ends in the suffix sat-e, and the participle loaded, 
from the infinitive ending in-o, with the ending igatte. For large, and for largest or most tljachakuke 
is given; for larger zukt(jachakuke. Grandson is igatteagua, granddaughter: isygatteagua. In order 
to express negation, tlitl is prefixed. Before the infinitive for to smear, the Koluschen and 
Ugaljachmutzi both have the prefix kok in front of entirely different words. Both people have 
developed distinctive names for the objects that they have gotten to know from trade with the 
Russians, while peoples living near the Russian settlements have adopted the Russian names. The 
Koluschen show this independence the most; however, they have also had trade with American and 
English ships. 

It is different with the Ugaljachmutzi. The imperative and infinitive of a significant number 
of verbs are derived from one root, and it is the endings that differentiate them; but these deviate too 
much from one another to allow analogies to be drawn. Two imperatives have lie, a third II as an 
ending, but different endings for the infinitive. In three cases the infinitive has utsch as a prefix. The 
following examples can perhaps serve as a guideline for future research on these languages: 
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zertheilen (to divide) kakujasliatenna imperative kakooialiach/ian 
schweiJ?;en (to be quiet) /echtadeate .... Jatadech 
wegnehmen (to take away) aukatschetochat/ e .... aukachechote 
anfangen (to begin) atschtschakl .... a/isyaatschakl 
befehlen (to command) chvnchochat/jach .... chenchytschaita 
stechen (to stab) syzuchl .... azzuchn 
fragen (to ask) augokatlijach .... katlijach 
arbeiten (to work) chakli .... chaklitscheja/s,e--a 
lachen (to laugh) Iech-enne .... Iechlik-al 
Iieben (to love) uljakechulen present uljakes/i 
schenken (to give) autschatte .... auzyltatl 
bezahlen (to pay) kench, (imperative) chengikeng preterit kenchit 
stirbt (dies) kous encl. preterit sys encl. 

Incidentally the endings ach (also achl or akl) and te are just as frequent as the ending ti, 
which has already been mentioned in the comparison with Mexican. In the case of ijasch: grandson, 
ijasch is again attached at the end to signify granddaughter. The dictionary contains a couple of 
derived adjectives, angry: takaikutschez:ia and made of stone: zaa ochslenel in addition to the root 
with these endings. The comparative atkoschijat: worse and atetaalkoa: slower has the prefix at or 
ate; with auijachkatlitlja: broader and auijachaetle: higher aulich or auija are prefixed. Another 
pair of comparatives differ through their endings itait: pretty, good; itaautlini: better; ujachekai/: 
broad; yjacheketli/e: broader. 

The pronouns in this language are as follows {pronouns other than I and you are found only 
in v. Resanoff s dictionary). 

Kinai rTanaina I Koluschen rTlin2itl U2aljachmutzi r?I 
ich (I) sii, schi chat-ti, chat-tu, chat chu 
mein (mine) schiia.e-a ach-a,e-e kak-os 
wir(we) nannia u,e-an kajuk 
unser (our) nanaidi aage kajukoJa 
du (you, fam.) nan, nin, non weje, waje, wa-e i 
dein (yours, fam.) ninniga iaeee'fia ii iak-alle 
ihr (her) changi if!Wan kaiuku 
euer (yours, pl.) channif!iia.e-a iaf!f!V kowanakaiu 
er (he) kunen iutta chyn.e-e 
sie (she) kunti etta ans ch 
sie (m. pl.) tinalta iutatschuesunne chengeochsatlil 
sie (f. pl) kunna schagak-ukke kelkaintu 
sein. ihm (his, him) kun-ia.e-a iutaattef!Ue ii 
ihr (her, adj. & dat.) . . . . ditto .... 
ihr (their) kunnaia.e-a jut-as-a.e-e chechenuja 
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Connections Between These Languages and with the Eskimo Tribe 

Apart from a few connections of these languages with those of the Eskimo tribe already 
cited on pp. 340 and 34137 and several in the appendix of Herr v. Adelung in vol. I, p. 567, 38 

(namely Koluschan), the following may be mentioned here as evidence of the comment made 
earlier, that Koluschan and Ugaljachmutzi share a number of words that are found among the nearly 
1,200 words of the Resanoff dictionary to follow ( except some still similar ones, for example [ see 
above] man, son, woman, head) without deciding on that account whether, as Herr v. Resanoff 
claims, they adopted the latter from the former, or whether they have some manner of common 
ongm. 

Bruder (brother) Bauch (stomach) Ochs (bull) Kra!en (collar) 
Koluschen achaik, achanoch kalju chass-choch tejak 
Ugaljachm. kachaoch kaJ!Ott chass-ka tejak 

Meisel ( chisel) Haut, Fell (skin) Schwan (swan) Seife (soap) Farrenkraut (fern) 
Koluschen takl kattuk kokl chastuf!U kotlich 
Ugaljachm. takleljuke katti kochel chassuche kokotljja 

Staub (dust) Matte (mat} Loffel (spoon) Haringe (herring) Wolle (wool) 
Koluschen tuzn kaatsch schetll J!OJ[U kuch 
Ugaljachm. suzn kaatsch schitl J!QJ!U koch-o 

Silber (silver) Fuss (foot) Nagel am Uberrock (topcoat) Pfanne (pan) Ey (egg) 
Fuss (toenail) 

Koluschen that lizynno-et kaJ!OS kachchaku kech-asch schin kott-a 
UJ?;aljachm. tachliz-u kaJ!asch kaiachazl kech-asch sch in kota-u 

Blauberre (blueberrv) 
Koluschen niet This same word among neighboring peoples of the Eskimo tribe means: red 
Ugaljachm. niet current and other berries. 

Eskimo Tribe Kinai Ugaljachmut 
Muschelchen (small mussel) Kodiak kaiak kaiachu uk 
Adler (eagle) Chugach kotschkaliak .... kutschkoljuk 
Durchfall (diarrhea) .... anaI!ochtok nak-ode 
Zange (ton~s) .... oukschuchok oukschuchna 
ich (I) .... chui . ... chu 
Sprache, Gesprach ( conversation) Kadiak kanoolschek kanna 
Anker (anchor) .... kischak kitschak 

37 After page 474 (Vol. III) the page numbers skip around. One of them is page 340, but there is no page 34 l .-Trans. 
38 See Appendix in this work.-Trans. 
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